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Rockwell 

DINV 101 
D urel’s  INV entory is a powerful inventory management tool. It has quite a few functions, but I 
will go over the most important and most used here. In this guide, commands will be in  blue . 
There are a handful of less-used commands that will not be covered here, but Durel did an 
incredible job writing help sections for each function in DINV.  
 
dinv help  function  to access these help files. A lot of this guide will be copied / inspired by from 
his detailed help files. Please read these for more details than I include here. 

Overview of General Commands 
● dinv build  - Building your initial snapshot of all items. 
● dinv refresh  - Keeping DINV up-to-date as you gain loot / inventory changes. 
● dinv search  - Powerful, query-based inventory searches. 
● dinv get  - As above but for actually retrieving the item. 
● dinv put  - As above but for storing items. 
● dinv keyword  - Add keywords to items. 
● dinv organize  - Assign rules to bags, and have DINV auto-organize your gear for you. 

Overview of Equipment Sets 
dinv priority  - Create a model for how you want DINV to select gear for you. Similar to what the 
eqsearch point system does, but significantly more powerful. 
dinv set  - Wearing the items corresponding to the priority created above. 

Overview of Analysis Commands 
dinv analyze  - Do a full analysis of your gear corresponding to a priority you created above. 
Output is a full list of what  dinv set  will equip per-level. Long output, takes a while. 
dinv usage  - Query your items to see what is used, when and where. 
dinv compare  - Compare an item in your possession vs. a priority, and see if it is an upgrade or 
not. 
dinv covet  - Thou shalt not covet, but if you’re a dirty sinner you can use this command to 
compare an item on the market (bid  or  lbid) vs. a priority, and see if it is an upgrade or not. Very 
powerful. 

General Commands 

Build 

dinv build 
First step. Go to recall,  runto identify , and make sure you have ~5 minutes to sit there and watch 
spam. Enter  dinv build confirm  to begin the process. DINV will do a full scan of each item in your 
inventory. If it is worn or in a bag, it will remove it and scan it and then replace it. Only needs to 
be done once or if there’s a big problem. 

Refresh 

dinv refresh [on | off | eager | all] <minutes> 
You built your database, now you need to keep it updated. You can choose to have DINV 
update manually ( dinv refresh all ), periodically  ( dinv refresh on mins ), or my personal choice 
which is to keep DINV continually updated as your inventory changes ( dinv refresh eager ). The 
eager function is ‘smart’ and waits till you are out of combat / not running etc. before it begins. If 
you interrupt a scan it’s no big deal. 

Search 

dinv search [objid | full] <query> 
Search your inventory. Only lists what it finds, does not retrieve anything or move anything 
around. I will list some examples here but the full query list is at the end of this guide. You can 
stack queries. Very powerful. The query system here works for many other DINV functions. 
~ is NOT 
|| is OR 
stacked commands are AND 

Examples: 

● dinv search type armor  - shows all armor (note some worn items aren’t tagged as 
armor). 

● dinv search type weapon minlevel 100  - Show all weapons with minimum level of 100. 
● dinv search key playingcard  - Show all items with keyword playingcard. 
● dinv search type armor flag invis || type armor ~flag hum || type armor ~flag glow  - Find 

all items that are invis but don’t glow or hum. Easy to find enchantable equipment! 

Get 

dinv get  <query> 
Get an item, whether from worn or a bag and place into main inventory. Uses same query 
syntax as search. 

Examples: 

● dinv get level 42  - Get all items with level of 42.  
● dinv get wearable finger level 131  - Get all rings that are level 131. 

 

Put 

dinv put <query> 
Store an item(s), same syntax as search and get. 

Keyword 

dinv keyword [add | remove] <keyword name> <query> 
Add custom keywords to an item(s).  dinv keyword add dodododo level 1  will add the dodododo 
keyword to all items that are level 1. 

Organize 

dinv organize 
Add rules to your bags using query syntax to have DINV auto-organize your gear for you. For 
example, here are my rules: 

 
 

Equipment Sets 

Priority 

dinv priority [list | display | create | clone | delete | edit | copy | paste | compare] <name 
1> <name 2> 
Your priority is how DINV chooses which gear for you to wear. It uses a point system similar to 
eqsearch but has much more depth. I highly suggest starting with the ‘psi-melee’ priority as a 
starter, and modify it to fit your needs. It is fully fleshed out whereas the other included priorities 
are severely lacking. Here is mine: 

 
 
I used  dinv priority clone psi-melee pm  to make my ‘pm’ priority, which I then set up as I 
pleased. It’s displayed above. When I had it the way I wanted it, I cloned it yet again to one 
called ‘pmd’ and switched the points in shield for points in offhand damage. 

Set 

dinv set [display | wear] <priority name> <level> 
This is the command to actually wear the gear from your priority. You do not need to put in a 
level; with no level it will wear the best gear for you at that moment. As above, I have two 
priorities ‘pm’ and ‘pmd’ (psi-melee and psi-melee-dual) so I have. 
 
dinv set wear pm  alias’d to ‘pm’ 
and 
dinv set wear pmd  alias’d to ‘pmd’ 
 
These commands work even in combat, so for me changing from shield to dual wielding can be 
done at a moments notice and even in combat with a simple command. Or when I level 
sufficiently to reach new gear, I just type ‘pm’ or ‘pmd’ and bam I’m wearing the new stuff. 
 

Analysis 

dinv analyze [list | create | delete | display] <priority name> <positions> 
Run this command to create a full list of every piece of gear that a priority will wear and at what 
level. Takes a bit depending on the size of your inventory. The following commands compare 
their queries to this list, so any time you make changes to your priority you should also re-run 
the analyze command. 
dinv analyze create psi-melee 

Usage 

dinv usage <priority name | all | allUsed> <query> 
Very helpful tool. Want to see what is used and when? Send  dinv usage psi-melee type armor  to 
see the armor you do (and don’t) use and at what level. Good to help find equipment you can 
get rid of. Or  dinv usage psi-melee type weapon minlevel 100 maxlevel 291  to see weapons 
used between 100 and 291. 

Compare 

dinv compare <priority name> <relative name> 
Found some nice loot and want to see if DINV would use it? Use this to see! 
dinv compare psi-melee [itemname] 
 

Covet 

dinv covet <priority name> <auction or market #> 
Incredibly powerful and useful. Same as above but for auctions (bid) and market (lbid). Just plug 
in the number and DINV will show you where and when something would give you a benefit, 
and by how much. Here, I coveted a market item Tiger of Kai. 

 

 

Full List of Query Commands 

 

 
And a few more examples 

 


